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Editors' Introduction

In the December issue, the Journal published a statistical debate on the deterrent effect of capital punishment between Professor Isaac Ehrlich and two sets of critics, Messrs. Baldus and Cole and Bowers and Pierce. Professor Ehrlich's original study of capital punishment, published last spring in the American Economic Review, used sophisticated statistical techniques to arrive at conclusions very different from earlier research in the field. Using regression analysis and economic theory, Ehrlich formulated and tested a model of the determinants of the murder rate, and found a significant deterrent effect associated with the use of the death penalty in the United States over the period from 1935 to 1969. The earlier research of Thorsten Sellin and others had consistently found no evidence of a deterrent effect. The issue of deterrence—in particular the technical merits of the Ehrlich study—has been raised in cases pending before the Supreme Court challenging the constitutionality of capital punishment.

In their critiques in the previous issue of the Journal, Baldus and Cole argue that Ehrlich's approach is less appropriate for testing the deterrent effect of capital punishment than are the less complex techniques used in
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earlier research; Bowes and Pierce adopt Ehrlich's approach but argue that no evidence of a deterrent effect is found when his method is correctly applied. Ehrlich's reply defends the findings of his original study and attacks the analysis of his critics. In this issue, Professor Peck comments on the debate between Ehrlich and his critics, and Professor Ehrlich adds a brief Rejoinder.

In his study of the deterrent effect of capital punishment, Professor Ehrlich estimated a sophisticated econometric model of a type common in more traditional areas of economic analysis. As in any empirical analysis, his econometric specification and choice of data require assumptions beyond those which may be derived from his theoretical analysis. Those assumptions concern the functional form of the relationship between the murder rate and its determinants, the form of the remaining but unestimated equations in the overall model of the supply and (negative) demand for murder, the nature of the random disturbance term, the stability of the coefficients over time, the accuracy and appropriateness of the data, and the consequences of aggregating the behavior of individuals to the national level. The correctness of many of these assumptions depends on the correctness of others in this list. Ehrlich's assumptions have been challenged by Bowes and Pierce and by Baldus and Cole in articles in the previous issue of this Journal. In this Comment, I will discuss some of their criticisms of Ehrlich's analysis, suggest ways of resolving these disagreements, and point out some weaknesses of the paired-state or matching method—the approach which Baldus and Cole prefer to Ehrlich's regression technique. In addition, I will address briefly Ehrlich's reply to the two critiques of his work.

I. Ehrlich's Critics

1. Both critiques address the issue of the proper functional form of the relationship between the murder rate and its determinants. It is claimed that evidence of a deterrent effect is found with the log-


1. An econometric model consists of equations derived from economic theory and fitted to a sample of data using regression analysis. See Editors' Introduction, supra note b, at 167 n.15.

2. Part I of this Comment was prepared before Professor Ehrlich's Reply became available; several references to the reply have been added to the footnotes.
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arithmetic form but not with the linear form, and that therefore Ehrlich’s results depend critically on his choice of functional form.³

It is quite true that the incorrect use of a logarithmic form can cause the relatively small values for execution risk in the recent years in Ehrlich’s sample to appear to be statistical aberrations which strongly influence the regression line. While the critiques point out the difficulty with using a logarithmic form for values of execution risk approaching zero,⁴ there are also problems with using the linear form for these values.⁵ The theoretical analysis is not much help in choosing the correct functional form, but the data are. Statistical tests applied to the data can determine the best form over a range of possibilities which includes both the linear and logarithmic forms.⁶ Of course neither form is likely to be exactly right, but only an approximately correct shape for the function is needed.

The related question of whether the same model adequately covers both the earlier and later sample periods—whether there is a structural change in the underlying relationship over time—is also a testable proposition. Bowers and Pierce find that the sign of the estimated elasticity of the homicide rate with respect to execution risk changes when the most recent years are dropped from Ehrlich’s time series. They reject the possibility that the effect of the death penalty changed in recent years and conclude that the negative association between execution risk and the homicide rate is merely a statistical artifact.⁷ But neither Ehrlich nor these critics have rigorously tested for structural change over the sample period. One such test recently reported found evidence of a significant structural shift between the periods 1938-1962 and 1963-1969.⁸ In other words, in the recent subperiod the murder rate may be determined by different factors or may be determined by the same factors in a different way. However, the evidence of what appears to be structural change may also be the result of an incorrect specification of the model for the entire time period.

⁵. Baldus & Cole, supra note c, at 181; Bowers & Pierce, supra note d, at 199-200.
⁶. See Baldus & Cole, supra note c, at 175 & n.23; Bowers & Pierce, supra note d, at 201-02. For a general discussion of this problem, see Young & Young, Estimation of Regressions Involving Logarithmic Transformations of Zero Values in the Dependent Variable, 29 Am. Statistician 118-20 (1975).
⁷. The linear form uses the natural values of all variables, including execution risk, which can never be less than zero. When execution risk approaches zero, the disturbance term cannot assume large negative values. This constraint causes the estimated regression coefficients to have a systematic error. See H. Theil, Principles of Econometrics 628-32 (1971).

2. Bowers and Pierce stress the inaccuracy in Ehrlich's crime data for the early years in his sample. The seriousness of this problem is impossible to judge. However, the FBI procedure—retroactively re-adjusting the early data based on analysis of the effects of later increases in the coverage of the reporting network—is similar to the accepted Census Bureau method of adjusting economic time series data for the effects of seasonal variation by using adjustment factors computed in part from later data. The time series generated by the FBI procedure may be amenable to regression analysis.

The inaccuracy of the data is compounded by the inability of Bowers and Pierce to replicate Ehrlich's estimates. I do not know who is correct, but the differences seem too large to attribute to small differences in the definition of the variables or to correlations among the explanatory variables. Ehrlich is clearly right in suggesting that the large differences in the estimates of the serial correlation coefficient reported by him and by Bowers and Pierce raise the question of error in the computation of this and other more important coefficients. Good standards of documentation require that authors spell out exactly their computational procedures and identify the computer programs used.

3. As Baldus and Cole emphasize, the level of aggregation of the analysis has an important effect on the validity of the conclusions. If there are substantial state or regional variations in behavior, and if arrest and punishment for homicide primarily involve the behavior of individuals and states, then estimation of the model ought to be done at the level of the state or, better, the individual. Nothing in Ehrlich's general approach precludes an application of his model to more disaggregated data. However, aggregate analysis is frequently

10. Compare id. at 195 n.19 (Table III) with Ehrlich, supra note 4, at 410 (Table 3); see Ehrlich Reply, supra note 4, at 210-11.
11. For an explanation of why this problem—known as multicollinearity—may lead to large differences in estimated coefficients with small differences in the data sample, see R. Wonnacott & T. Wonnacott, Econometrics 29-63 (1970).
12. Ehrlich Reply, supra note 4, at 211. The serial correlation coefficient measures the correlation between successive values of the disturbance term. If there are computational errors in the calculation of this coefficient, there will also be errors in the estimated elasticities for the explanatory variables.
13. In his reply, Ehrlich does identify the computational procedures he used, and they appear to be reliable. Id. at 211 n.7.
15. Ehrlich asserts that his new unpublished research using statewide data supports the findings of his original study. Ehrlich Reply, supra note 4, at 217. Since I have not seen this work, I cannot comment on it. However, a recently published study based on state data and using a theoretical model similar to Ehrlich's found no evidence of a deterrent effect. Plessel, The Deterrent Effect of the Death Penalty: A Statistical Test, 28 Stan. L. Rev. 61 (1975).
performed in conventional economic problems with reasonable effectiveness. Such an analysis will be free of a statistical bias if the additional variables which ought to be included at the disaggregate (e.g., state) level of analysis are unrelated to the explanatory variables at the aggregate level. However, the omissions will reduce the ability of the aggregate model to predict the murder rate.

4. The most basic point raised by Ehrlich's critics is the challenge by Baldus and Cole to his use of economic theory and regression analysis rather than experimentally based statistical procedures. The above enumeration of the problems with Ehrlich's analysis might suggest that an econometric approach to this problem is hopeless and that the paired-state comparisons endorsed by Baldus and Cole should prevail. But there are also difficulties with the latter approach, especially in a situation in which some relevant variables cannot be controlled or even measured.

Ehrlich begins with a careful economic analysis of the determinants of murder. Many researchers, including some economists, might object that his theory applies at best only to a small subset of homicides and that he has failed to identify and take into account some important causal factors. To the extent that these variables can be specified and measured, they can be tested and controlled for; to the extent they cannot be so identified, one must assume they are not related to the other explanatory variables. If this assumption is false, Ehrlich's results are biased. For some of the variables, such as the urban migration rate, which Baldus and Cole suggested should be included, the assumption seems plausible; for others, such as the level of crimes against property, the assumption seems implausible.

Any analysis must proceed conditionally on the specification of the model. Ehrlich's econometric approach involves many assumptions, some of which are testable; if these assumptions are true or nearly true, his method is able to use them to detect effects which might be too small to detect in a less fully specified model. No one claims that the deterrent effect of capital punishment is large, and it is consequently very important to bring the data to bear on the question as efficiently as possible. Ehrlich imposes a theoretical framework on his empirical analysis and necessarily makes more assumptions than are required in the paired-comparison analysis. If these assumptions

---

16. The paired-state or matching method compares homicide rates in neighboring abolitionist and retentionist jurisdictions which are as alike as possible with respect to other influences on the homicide rate. See Baldus & Cole, supra note 6, at 171-72, 177.
17. Id. at 180.
are wrong, his conclusions are wholly or partially invalid. But many of these assumptions are testable.\textsuperscript{19}

The matching approach has its own set of difficulties. It imposes relatively little explicit structure on the problem and is perhaps less likely than the econometric approach to find effects which are weak. The fundamental problem, however, is that the data are not generated in a controlled experiment. In making matched pairwise comparisons, the choice of pairs is inevitably subjective. To ensure that states are matched on all relevant variables requires a theory just as detailed as in an econometric analysis. In a classical experimental procedure, the control states and treatment levels are assigned randomly to observations to ensure that the effects of omitted variables are not systematic. This is obviously impossible in a "social experiment" where the death penalty is the treatment variable. Even if states are correctly matched in terms of the averages of all relevant variables, other differences may be important. For example, of two states with the same average permanent income, one may have a much greater proportion of low income families than the other. If low income families were disproportionately responsible for homicides, the pairing of the two would be inappropriate.

Another difficulty is the problem of spillovers between states. If state $A$ has and uses the death penalty and its paired state $B$ does not, it is possible that potential murderers would migrate to state $B$ to avoid the death penalty and would thereby cause state $B$ to have a higher homicide rate. One could not extrapolate from this comparison to a situation where all states or no states used the death penalty, since in that situation no one could avoid the penalty by migrating to an abolitionist state. Put another way, a murderer might be determined to commit the crime, regardless of the penalty, but might choose to commit it in the state where the consequences are less costly to him. The results of this behavior would give the appearance of a deterrent effect when none is present.

A final difficulty is the possible response of punishment policies to homicide rates. For example, if high or rising homicide rates led states to institute the death penalty and low or declining rates led states to abolish the penalty, retentionist states would tend to have higher homicide rates. This relationship could cancel out a possible negative correlation which would be produced if the penalty were in fact a deterrent. The paired-comparison approach cannot adequately

\textsuperscript{19} The argument for assuming the validity of certain basic (and statistically unverifiable) economic propositions in order to test more specific hypotheses is summarized in Koopmans, \textit{Measurement Without Theory}, 29 Rev. of Econ. & Stat. 161-72 (1947).
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separate these effects, and consequently could fail to yield evidence of an underlying deterrent relationship. On the other hand, the particular regression procedure used by Ehrlich specifically takes account of the possible response of punishment variables to the murder rate. 20

Any properly executed statistical analysis must include careful diagnostic checking of the model and consideration of alternative models which might also be consistent with the data. When using aggregate time series data, a number of different specifications are usually in general accord with the evidence. Thus the choice among competing models must be based on underlying theoretical analysis and on such empirical clues as particular data points which do not fit the model, correlations among explanatory variables, and stability of the important results under alterations in untestable and weakly maintained assumptions. For the reader to understand and evaluate the author’s conclusions, some summary statement of the author’s examination of this evidence is vital. 21 Any sound regression analysis must provide such a statement. Diagnostic procedures may be less necessary for a paired-comparison analysis, which requires fewer assumptions, but the diagnostics should include, for example, an investigation of the sensitivity of the findings to the choice of pairings.

II. Ehrlich’s Reply

1. In his original article, Ehrlich emphasized as support for his analysis that the ranking in order of magnitude of the estimated effects of his three deterrence variables conforms to his theoretical predictions. 22 In his reply, he emphasizes that Bowers and Pierce, in attempting to replicate his results, obtained the same ranking for these estimates. 23 However, he does not show that this ranking would be inconsistent with other theories of the relationship between capital punishment and the murder rate. In the absence of such a demonstration, this evidence does not provide the strong support he claims.

20. In a regression equation in which the dependent variable (here the murder rate) exerts a causal influence on an explanatory variable (here the fraction of those convicted of murder who are executed), the equation must be estimated as if embedded in a larger model which simultaneously determines both variables. Ehrlich used a procedure appropriate for simultaneous equation estimation. See Ehrlich, supra note 2, at 406; Ehrlich Reply, supra note 2, at 219 (use of three-round regression procedure related to two-stage least squares).

21. In his reply, Ehrlich states that the results of diagnostic tests performed in the course of his research now in progress show that the logarithmic form is optimal for estimating his equation. Ehrlich Reply, supra note 2, at 218 (likelihood ratio tests for optimal functional form within the class of single-parameter power transformations).

22. Ehrlich, supra note 2, at 211, 216.

23. Ehrlich Reply, supra note 2, at 211, 215, 219 n.29.
2. Ehrlich argues that the presence of errors of measurement in a variable can only weaken the variable’s estimated effect and hence that improvements in the data could only strengthen his conclusions.24 Economists are nearly always forced to use imperfect data and yet have drawn many strong empirical conclusions from them. But only the most harmless sorts of measurement error unambiguously reduce the estimated effects of a variable. If measurement errors in a variable are correlated with each other over time or are systematically related to other variables in the analysis, reducing the measurement errors will not necessarily strengthen the estimated effect. For example, when crime rates are high, the police may feel increased pressure simply to arrest someone for a crime even if that person is subsequently released. In Ehrlich’s model the probability of arrest of the murderer, which is measured by the percent of murders cleared by an arrest, would then contain a measurement error correlated with the homicide rate. Because of the possibility of nonrandom measurement errors, Ehrlich should not assume that the true effects of execution risk and the other deterrence variables are systematically larger than the estimated effects.

3. Ehrlich argues that Bowers and Pierce have selectively deleted observations in order to distort his empirical findings.25 However, examining subsets of the data to see if they are mutually consistent is an important part of validating a regression analysis. It is particularly important to examine the recent data, which in Ehrlich’s analysis are most affected by the logarithmic transformation and which are in any event most relevant for policy analysis. Ehrlich correctly points out that estimation from a subset will be inefficient because of the reduced variability in the sample,26 but he overlooks the purpose for estimating over subperiods—checking the specification of the model. When he analogizes the subperiod estimations performed by Bowers and Pierce to the selective deletion of observations in a regression analysis of the relationship between corn prices and quantities of corn demanded, he misses the point. In the terms of his example, Bowers and Pierce are asking whether the nature of the demand for corn has changed since the explosion in food prices of a few years ago; they are not trying to reverse the slope of the regression line by eliminating particular data points that give the line a negative slope.

4. Ehrlich defends his use of the logarithmic form for estimating his equation, but he does not address the problem of how to treat very

24. Id. at 215, 227.
25. Id. at 209, 214-17.
26. Id. at 215-16. It should also be noted that there are alternative estimation procedures—“full information” methods—which are more efficient than Ehrlich’s.
small or zero values in the variables, a problem which is central to
the criticisms made by Bowers and Pierce.27

5. Ehrlich attacks the conclusion of Bowers and Pierce that the re-
gression results are better for samples which omit the data from the
1960's.28 While he correctly identifies statistical errors in their dis-
cussion, their basic finding—that whether the estimated effect of
execution risk on the murder rate is positive or negative depends on
the ending point of the sample period—casts doubt on the stability of
Ehrlich's results.

None of the studies considered here can be said to have resolved
the question whether the death penalty deters murder. The regression
approach can be improved by better specification, better diagnostic
testing and disaggregation. The analysis should consider time series
data on states in ways that to some extent bring it closer to the paired-
comparison method. Thus a resolution and synthesis of these ap-
proaches may be possible. Ehrlich concludes in his reply that no
statistically meaningful evidence has been presented against his analysis
and that his analytical framework withstands the criticisms raised
against it. Without denying the usefulness of his approach, which
appears to me potentially fruitful, I believe that his particular finding
of a deterrent effect rests on as yet inadequately tested assumptions
and on an incompletely validated model. I shall await with consider-
able interest his further contributions on the questions raised in this
debate without, for the moment, concluding that he has established a
statistically significant deterrent effect.

Finally, I would like to note that according to Ehrlich's equations,
a one percent change in per capita income or labor force participation
has a much greater effect on the homicide rate than does a one percent
increase in the use of capital punishment.29 Even if the deterrent
effect of capital punishment were of statistical significance, it may be
so small relative to other influences on the murder rate that it is of
little practical significance.

27. See p. 361 supra. Ehrlich also asserts that using the natural rather than logarithmic
values of the variables yields evidence of a deterrent effect. As independent sup-
port for this conclusion, he cites an unpublished paper by J. Yunker, The Deterrent
Effect of Capital Punishment: Comment, Oct. 1975 (unpublished manuscript, on file with
Yale Law Journal). I believe Ehrlich would reject the analysis in that paper on grounds
similar to his criticism of Sellin's work. Further, Yunker's conclusion that "the real
deterrent effect is at least five times the size of the effect estimated by Professor Ehrlich"
is unmitigated conjecture. Id. at 17. The paper also appears to contain technical errors.
29. See Ehrlich, supra note 2, at 409-10 (Tables 2 & 3) (elasticities for labor force
participation and per capita income substantially larger than for conditional probability
of execution).